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QUESTION 1

Security policies need to be configured for a newly developed Pega application using basic credential authentication.
The lockout policy configuration must lock out users after three failed login attempts. The configuration must exclude
Administrator or Executive operators from the lockout. 

How do you achieve this requirement? 

A. Define operator override setting in enterprise authentication system 

B. Create a separate role for Admin Executives 

C. Use Exclude Operators options in Security Policies landing page 

D. Define Access Control Policy to exclude Admin Executives 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Select two ways for queuing an item for a queue processor. (Choose Two.) 

A. Use the Queue-for-processing method 

B. Use Utility smart shape 

C. Use Run in Background smart shape 

D. Use the Queue for -agent method 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A pega application has cases that represent customer accounts each with many members. 

When a member of a customer account registers with the application through an offline component, a related
registration transaction is recorded. An advanced agent updates the customer account cases with new members. The
application is running in a multimode system and advanced agents are enabled on all nodes. Which two elements are
valid design choices? (choose two) 

A. Use the optimistic locking option on the case types. 

B. Create a Registration subcase configured to run in offline mode. 

C. Leverage the default object lock contention requeuing capability. 

D. Override DetermineLockString to use .AccountID instead of .pyID as the lock string. 
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Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 4

An application contains cases which transition though different statuses throughout their life cycle which typically lasts 3
months. 

Design a reporting strategy to display the number of cases by status at the end of each month for a 12-month period. 

A. Configure an agent to record monthly case status in a separate table and report on that table. 

B. Configure an activity to generate the data in the clipboard and report using a custom section. 

C. Configure a summary report that leverages sub reports for each month. 

D. Configure a Declare index to record case data to a separate table. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer has set the Rule security mode on the access group to Deny. Select the reason for this setting. 

A. Require Access of Role to Object rules be specified for each layer in the class hierarchy and not inherited from parent
classes. 

B. Deny access to a rule if the privilege of the user is not defined in an Access of Role to Object. 

C. Disable standard privileges providing administrator access to the application (for example AllFlows and
AllFllowActions). 

D. Ensure that all rules with the option of specifying a privilege have a privilege. Only users with the privilege can
execute the rules. 

Correct Answer: D 
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